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Few recent writers have been as interested in the cross-over between texts and visual art as Italo Calvino (1923-85).
Involved for most of his life in the publishing industry, he took as much interest in the visual as in the textual aspects of
his own and other writers' books. In this volume twenty international Calvino experts, including Barenghi, Battistini,
Belpoliti, Hofstadter, Ricci, Scarpa and others, consider the many facets of the interplay between the visual and textual in
Calvinos works, from the use of colours in his fiction to the influence of cartoons, from the graphic qualities of the book
covers themselves to the significance of photography and landscape in his fiction and non-fiction. The volume is
appropriately illustrated with images evoked by Calvino's major texts.
The Most Holy Rosary is one of the greatest prayers in the history of the Church. Garnished as it is with the testimony of
saints and Popes for the last thousand years, the only greater prayers the Mass and the Divine Office. It is a prayer for
the people, to be said over and over, and yet, many still seek ways to enter into the deeper mansions of spiritual richness
to be found in this devotion.
The hitherto unknown history of the formation of ancient Indo-European verb roots and their primary derivatives. From which, with particular
phonetic variants described herein, are derived, over thousands of years, the words of Sanskrit, Greek and Latin.
Dagon H. P. Lovecraft - "Dagon" is a short story by American author H. P. Lovecraft. It was written in July 1917 and is one of the first stories
that Lovecraft wrote as an adult. It was first published in the November 1919 edition of The Vagrant. Dagon was later published in Weird
Tales. It is considered by many to be one of Lovecraft's most forward-looking stories.The story is the testament of a tortured, morphineaddicted man who relates an incident that occurred during his service as an officer during World War I. In the unnamed narrator's account,
his cargo ship is captured by an Imperial German sea-raider in "one of the most open and least frequented parts of the broad Pacific". He
escapes on a lifeboat and drifts aimlessly, south of the equator, until he eventually finds himself stranded on "a slimy expanse of hellish black
mire which extended about [him] in monotonous undulations as far as [he] could see.... The region was putrid with the carcasses of decaying
fish and less describable things which [he] saw protruding from the nasty mud of the unending plain." He theorizes that this area was formerly
a portion of the ocean floor thrown to the surface by volcanic activity, "exposing regions which for innumerable millions of years had lain
hidden under unfathomable watery depths.Famous works of the author Howard Phillips Lovecraft: At the Mountains of Madness, The Dreams
in the Witch House, The Horror at Red Hook, The Shadow Out of Time, The Shadows over Innsmouth, The Alchemist, Reanimator, Ex
Oblivione, Azathoth, The Call of Cthulhu, The Cats of Ulthar, The Outsider, The Picture in the House, The Shunned House, The Terrible Old
Man, The Tomb, Dagon, What the Moon Brings.

Cosimo di Rondó, a young Italian nobleman of the eighteenth century, rebels against his parents by climbing into the
trees and remaining there for the rest of his life. He adapts efficiently to an existence in the forest canopy—he hunts, sows
crops, plays games with earth-bound friends, fights forest fires, solves engineering problems, and even manages to have
love affairs. From his perch in the trees, Cosimo sees the Age of Enlightenment pass by and a new century dawn.
Originally published in 1889, this work's protagonist Andrea Sperelli introduced the Italian culture to aestheticism and a
taste for decadence. The young count seeks beauty, despises the bourgeois world, and rejects the basic rules of morality
and social interaction. His corruption is evident in his sadistic superimposing of two women.
With Europe convulsed in wars over religion, a young theology student finds himself siding with heretics and the
disenfranchised while confronting an agent of the Vatican who is determined to hunt down and destroy enemies of the
faith, in a meticulously rendered historical thriller set against the backdrop of the Reformation. Reprint.
ePub: FL0940; PDF: FL1658
From evil vampires to a mysterious pack of wolves, new threats of danger and vengeance test Bella and Edward's romance in the second
book of the irresistible Twilight saga. For Bella Swan, there is one thing more important than life itself: Edward Cullen. But being in love with a
vampire is even more dangerous than Bella could ever have imagined. Edward has already rescued Bella from the clutches of one evil
vampire, but now, as their daring relationship threatens all that is near and dear to them, they realize their troubles may be just beginning.
Bella and Edward face a devastating separation, the mysterious appearance of dangerous wolves roaming the forest in Forks, a terrifying
threat of revenge from a female vampire and a deliciously sinister encounter with Italy's reigning royal family of vampires, the Volturi.
Passionate, riveting, and full of surprising twists and turns, this vampire love saga is well on its way to literary immortality. It's here! #1
bestselling author Stephenie Meyer makes a triumphant return to the world of Twilight with the highly anticipated companion, Midnight Sun:
the iconic love story of Bella and Edward told from the vampire's point of view. "People do not want to just read Meyer's books; they want to
climb inside them and live there." -- Time "A literary phenomenon." -- The New York Times
Towards the end of her life, the French philosopher and mystic Simone Weil (1909-43) was working on a tragedy, Venice Saved. Appearing
here in English for the first time, this play explores the realisation of Weil's own thoughts on tragedy. A figure of affliction, a central theme in
Weil's religious metaphysics, the central character offers a unique insight into Weil's broader philosophical interest in truth and justice, and
provides a fresh perspective on the wider conception of tragedy itself. The play depicts the plot by a group of Spanish mercenaries to sack
Venice in 1618 and how it fails when one conspirator, Jaffier, betrays them to the Venetian authorities, because he feels compassion for the
city's beauty. The edition includes notes on the play by the translators as well as introductory material on: the life of Weil; the genesis and
purport of the play; Weil and the tragic; the issues raised by translating Venice Saved. With additional suggestions for further reading, the
volume opens up an area of interest and research: the literary Weil.
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